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Abstract—Metamodels are subject to evolution over their lifetime. UML metamodel for instance evolved through different versions, ranging from 0.8 to 2.5 minors. These metamodels are sometimes accompanied with constraints defined using OCL (Object Constraint Language). Many works in the literature developed methods for managing and assisting the co-evolution of metamodels and their constraints. These methods enable a developer to update, in an automated (or semi-automated) way, the constraints associated to a metamodel starting from the deltas identified between versions of this metamodel. In this work we complement this assistance by notifying the developer with potential inaccurate structures in the metamodel that may be introduced during evolution. We introduce in this paper an original evolution assistance method which focuses rather on the problem (notifying metamodel inaccurate structures) than on the solution (generating OCL constraints using patterns of them). The ultimate goal of this assistance is not only to enable the developer to complete existing/updated constraints with new ones, but also to accompany her/him to further check existing constraints and to test whether they still hold. A case study is presented to show the relevance of the method.

Index Terms—Model-driven Engineering, Metamodelling, OCL, Co-Evolution

I. INTRODUCTION: CONTEXT & PROBLEM STATEMENT

Metamodels define the syntax and part of the semantics of modeling languages. In the Model-Driven Engineering field, these are defined using languages like MOF [11]. Their specification includes sometimes constraints defined using the OMG’s Object Constraint Language (OCL [34]). These constraints enable to make the semantics of the metamodel more precise in order to be compliant with the business domain.

For many reasons, metamodels are subject to evolution. Sometimes, this evolution is motivated by a syntax change or the introduction of new modeling elements (eg. the evolution of UML metamodel from version 1.5 to 2.0). It can also be motivated by refactoring the metamodel in order to improve and simplify its structure (eg. from UML 2.4 to UML 2.5). However, to keep the metamodel consistent, it is important to also evolve the constraints associated with it accordingly. This problem is known under the name Metamodel/Constraint coevolution. Many works in the literature proposed methods for coevolving metamodels and their constraints [16], [25], [26], [30]. These works provided efficient tools for automating as much as possible the identification of impacted constraints when a change occurs in the metamodel. Sometimes they even offer a solution for rewriting the constraints impacted by the change [15], [19]. Thus, they offer a precious assistance to developers when changing their metamodels, by freeing them from managing the changes on OCL constraints.

However, these works concern only the constraints that have been already defined. It is true that a modification on the metamodel can certainly induce a modification on the existing constraints, but sometimes it can generate the need to add new constraints. Indeed, if a portion of a metamodel is enough precise without constraints, its modification can be less precise and thus requires constraints. Existing works do not propose any means to identify potential new OCL constraints when the metamodel evolves.

In this work, we tackle the problem of new constraints needed for a consistent Metamodel/Constraint coevolution. Thus, we propose a new method for assisting this coevolution which complements existing solutions. This method considers a new way of providing assistance to developers, by focusing on the problem domain (what are the structures in the metamodel that potentially cause problems and which need OCL constraints?) instead of exploring the solution domain (generating the missing constraints). Concretely we reuse two existing works to provide such assistance: one concerns the needed operators to evolve a metamodel [20] and the other concerns the definition of Metamodel Inaccurate Structures (MIS) [3]. We believe that this way of assistance is informative, because it highlights the potential bad structures in the new version of a metamodel. This implies either writing new OCL constraints or reconsidering some existing ones.

In the rest of the paper, we present in Section II, an example
illustrating the problems tackled by our work. We detail in Section III the approach we have proposed to solve this problem. Section IV presents the application of our approach on the case study: StateMachine metamodel and its evolution from version 1.5 to 2.0. The results of this evaluation are presented and discussed in Section V. Section VI discusses the different threats to the validity of the results of the of this case study. We end this paper with a conclusion (Section VIII) after presenting the related work (Section VII).

II. PROBLEM ILLUSTRATION

To illustrate in a simple way the problem addressed in our work, we take a small example from the UML StateMachine metamodel and its evolution from version 1.5 to version 2.0 (Fig. 1). This evolution was made by applying the following evolution operations:

- PullUp property `submachineState` from `SubmachineState` to `CompositeState`
- PullUp property `submachineState` from `CompositeState` to `State`

![Fig. 1. Evolution of the StateMachine (excerpt)](image)

During this evolution, the reference `submachineState` initially typed by `SubmachineState` class has been Pulled up to the `CompositeState` class and then typed by `State` class. According to the adaptation operations existing in the literature, the application of this evolution operation would require a coevolution of the constraints relating to the `submachineState` reference. In fact, all constraints of type:

\[ \text{OCLExpression. submachineState \ [Rest], such as OCLExpression is of type Stateless, will be coevolved after applying the first PullUp operation in:} \]

\[ \text{OCLExpression. submachineState - select(v \mid v.oclIsTypeOf(SubmachineState)) - forAll(s \mid s[Rest])} \]

and after applying the second PullUp operation in:

\[ \text{OCLExpression. submachineState - select(v \mid v.oclIsTypeOf(CompositeState)) - select(v \mid v.oclIsTypeOf(SubmachineState)) - forAll(s \mid s[Rest])} \]

But, the PullUp operation also generated a new MIS which may require a new OCL constraint. Indeed, all the sub-classes of the `State` class, which now contains the reference `submachine`, inherit this reference. It may be possible that these sub-classes do not need to inherit the reference and thus require a new constraint to reduce the multiplicity of this inherited reference. Indeed, in the StateMachine 2.0 version, the following constraint has been added. This constraint reduces the multiplicity of the inherited reference `submachine` in the `FinalState` sub-class.

\[ \text{context FinalState} \]
\[ \text{inv inv: self.submachine-} \text{isEmpty()} \]

In the same vein, we studied in this paper the different metamodel inaccurate structures that may require the addition of new constraints or the removal of the existing one(s), after the application of an evolution operation.

III. BACKGROUND AND PROPOSED APPROACH

Our approach relies on OCL constraint coevolution operators and Metamodel Inaccurate Structures. Thus, for a better understanding of our approach, we need to explain the main elements of these two works from the literature.

A. Metamodel coevolution operators

During the coevolution phase, a metamodel undergoes several changes. Examples of needs leading to changes on the metamodel are adding/removing concepts or refactoring it in order to simplify its comprehension and make it easy to maintain. In the literature, the coevolution problem concerning metamodels has been addressed by many studies aiming at identifying the changes that are usually applied. As a result, a set of 16 evolution operators was introduced by Wachsmuth [30] for coevolving metamodels and models.
Besides this, Marković and Barr [25] proposed 15 rules to coevolve class diagrams and OCL constraints. These have been completed by [15] with 7 operations for coevolving metamodels and OCL constraints. Table I taken from [20] summarises all identified EMOF metamodel evolution operators which help in solving coevolution problems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Operator Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Add / Remove Element</td>
<td>Add Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remove Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Add Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remove Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Add DataType, PrimitiveType, Enumeration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remove DataType, PrimitiveType, Enumeration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Add EnumerationLiteral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remove EnumerationLiteral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Add Property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remove Property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Add Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remove Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Add Operation (Class / Data Type)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remove Operation (Class / Data Type)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Introduce Generalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remove Generalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Move Property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Push Simple Property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Push Complex Property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pull Simple Property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pull Complex Property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restrict (Unidirectional) Property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generalise (Unidirectional) Property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property Manipulation</td>
<td>Extract Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inline Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extract Superclass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flatten Hierarchy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Association to Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generalization to Composition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Introduce Composite Pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refactoring Pattern</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The evolution operators are grouped into four categories:

1) Those for adding or removing new modeling elements like: class, association, attribute, operation, generalization, package, etc;
2) Those that help in the manipulation of the properties such as: Move property, PullUp property, etc;
3) The third category groups the operators that manipulate hierarchies (Inheritance relations);
4) The last group represents all complex operators that were proposed to refactor structures based on patterns.

OCL constraints are the main artifacts that are affected by the metamodel changes. For example, removing an attribute needs to be followed by the removal of the OCL constraints that target this attribute. Following this rule, previous research works have identified a set of OCL coevolution operators that are triggered by one or more metamodel coevolution operators. These approaches are efficient when it comes to modification and removal operators. However, when the changes concern a part of the metamodel which was not associated with constraints, these operators give no indication. This is normal since their goal is to identify the constraints that need to be changed after a change in the metamodel. But sometimes, a change in a metamodel may raise the need for new constraints to be more precise, as shown in the example of the previous section.

B. Metamodel Inaccurate Structures

In [3], the authors have analyzed a dataset containing 10 metamodels and more than 800 OCL constraints. The analysis was done by studying all the metamodel structures that are targeted by at least one constraint. These structures have been grouped into sets, each of which can be defined by a generic structure. The latter is named Metamodel Inaccurate Structure (MIS). Thus, the presence of a MIS in a metamodel suggests the presence of weaknesses and therefore the need for OCL constraints to make the relevant part of the metamodel more precise. One of these weaknesses is inheritance. Inheritance (Generalization) allows to generalize common properties from many classes and factorize them into one class which will be inherited from all the other classes which need one or all of these properties. The problem that may occur is that in order to generalize a property that can be found in many classes, the multiplicity and the set of possible values of this property need to be relaxed to contain all the possible multiplicities or values that the property can take in the sub-classes. As a consequence, some classes will inherit a property with a wider multiplicity or a wider range of values, which needs to be precised (restricted) by adding a new OCL constraint. The authors have pointed out 10 MIS as illustrated in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attribute Value Restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enumeration Literals Restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type Relation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enumeration Type Relation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inherited Attribute Value Restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inherited Attribute Multiplicity Restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inherited Association Multiplicity Restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inherited Operation Value Restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycles Restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different Paths Restriction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2, taken from the StateMachine metamodel, illustrates the Enumeration Type Relation MIS. This MIS occurs when a class contains an Enumeration typed attribute, and one or more incoming associations. Often, constraints are specified to precise the attribute literals value that the association must have (i.e. the type of the association is restricted by the enumeration). Here, the Pseudostate (Fig. 2) instances that are linked to the ConnectionPointReference instances through the association entry must be restricted to the literal entryPoint. This is also the case for the association exit with the literal exitPoint. A MIS suggests that a structure is possibly inaccurate. So, the metamodel designer (domain expert) needs to analyze each MIS occurrence in order to determine whether the structure is really not precise and hence needs to be completed with OCL constraints.
C. Proposed Approach

Initially, as illustrated in figure 3, we have identified 30 operators (A) that evolve metamodel from (B) version to a new version (C). To guarantee that the existing OCL constraints (E) are conforming to the new metamodel version, a set of constraints coevolution operators (D) is applied to these constraints to coevolve them to be conforming to the new metamodel version (F). Since the set of constraints (F) is incomplete and hence does not cover all the concepts of the new metamodel version, a set of MIS that can arise from the evolution operators (H) is automatically searched (G). This set of MIS instances is then analysed by metamodel designer (I) to remove all the instances that do not require OCL constraints. After this sorting, the resulted MIS instances set (J) encompasses only instances that require OCL constraints. To this end, we have developed a tool that proposes OCL (K) constraints for each MIS instance. The proposed constraints are instances of OCL patterns that are frequently used to precise MIS. After that, the domain expert will validate the set of constraints (L) relying on its domain knowledge. Consequently, the resulted set of OCL constraints (M) includes all the new OCL constraints that are applied to precise new metamodel elements resulting from the metamodel evolution. This set of constraints (M) union the set of constraints resulted from coevolving the OCL constraints (F) from the old metamodel using coevolution operators give place to a complete set of OCL constraints (N) that are conforming to the new metamodel version.

To take benefit from the knowledge acquired from the MIS and to complete the OCL coevolution, we performed an analysis over each metamodel coevolution operator. This analysis aims at identifying all the MIS that may arise following the application of a metamodel evolution operator. To do so, for each evolution operator, we have taken a set of structures and applied it, then searched for MIS instances to know which MIS may result from which metamodel evolution operator.

As a result, we obtained a set of MIS for each evolution operator. This results show which MIS can be generated after the application of an evolution operator. Table III summarizes our findings.

To be more precise, we have divided some operators such as pullUp property into pullUp association, and pullUp attribute to precise the resulted MIS. The table contains three types of metamodel evolution operators (I). Each type encompasses a set of operators (II) that we have taken from the literature. For each operator, we state if its application may cause a change that impacts OCL constraints, which require the coevolution of at least one constraint (III). For example, adding a class does not affect any OCL constraint, but removing an attribute requires removing/refactoring all the constraints that were referenced. After that, for each operator, we state if it may engender one or many MIS or not, and if it is the case, we list all the MIS that may be triggered from an evolution operator (IV). Finally, we give some conditions predominantly related to the metamodel structure, making the rise of a MIS possible (V). For example, the application of the operator "add association" may trigger the MIS "Cycle" only if the association is reflexive.

Figure 4 illustrates the application of Add Association operator in a metamodel structure. From this evolution results the Inherited Association Multiplicity Restriction MIS. This MIS occurs when a super-class contains an association with a multiplicity. Often, an OCL constraint is added to one of the sub-classes to restrict the association multiplicity. The operator Add Association does not affect the correctness of existing constraints. However, the added association may need constraints. This shows that the existing OCL coevolution operators are not sufficient to make the evolved metamodel precise. Consequently, relying on coevolution operators to coevolve existing constraints and search MIS instances raised from the metamodel evolution is an efficient combo to cover all the metamodel structures with constraints. The strength of our approach lies in its capacity to identify the need for new constraints that did not appear in the old metamodel version.

IV. Case Study

To evaluate the performance of our method in OCL coevolution assistance, we conducted a case study. The purpose of this study is to provide answers to the following research questions.

A. Research Questions

- **RQ1. What is the performance of our method in the coevolution of OCL constraints?**
  This question assesses the ability of our approach to correctly coevolve the OCL constraints during the evolution of their meta-model.

- **RQ2. What is the performance of our method in the notification of potential new constraints related to MIS?**
  This question aims to study the ability of our method to notify structures which will potentially require new constraints or the removal of already existing constraints and thus complete the coevolution of OCL constraints during the evolution of a metamodel. The results of this question will highlight the originality of our method compared to methods from the state of the art.

B. Selected case study

We chose to evaluate our method on the State machine metamodel evolved from version 1.5 (Fig. 5) to version 2.0 (Fig. 6). This choice is guided by: 1) accessibility of the metamodel and its OCL constraints with a complete documentation; 2) the number of significant evolution operations (73 operations that were required to evolve the metamodel from...
1.5 to 2.0), this covers many evolution operators (19), which allows us to validate the co-evolution of constraints such as existing approaches from the literature. Also, it enables the identification of new constraints that are needed to refine the new metamodel version; 3) the metamodel is widely used in practice which proves its good construction; 4) maneuverability: the metamodel is concise compared to the whole UML metamodel. In the following, we present the StateMachine metamodel based on its 2.0 version (Fig. 6).

State machines offer a range of concepts to model the discrete behavior of a system as a graph of vertices and transitions. The vertices are of different types: states, pseudostates, and connection point references (Fig. 6). The states describe a situation in which a condition is verified [10]. States can be simple, composite, sub-machines, or final states. Unlike a simple state, a composite state can contain other states and transitions often clustered in regions. A composite state, containing at least one region, may contain several regions. In this case, the state is called orthogonal because the regions can run in parallel. A final state is the last state to go through when running a state machine. Pseudostates are transient states (Execution never stops in these states). The state machine diagram offers 10 pseudostates (entryPoint, exitPoint, initial, deepHistory, shallowHistory, join, fork, junction, terminate, or choice). On the other hand, the connection point characterizes the entry and the exit points of a sub-machine.

A transition is an arc from a source vertex to a target vertex. A transition is fired at the reception of a given event and/or if its related guard is true. On the version 2.0 [10], three types of transitions were defined: internal, local, and external. An internal transition is a transition that connects a state to itself and it does not cause a state change during its execution. A local transition is a transition that does not come out of a composite state, it is always performed in the composite state. On the other hand, the execution of an external transition leads to the exit of the composite state from which it is outgoing.

C. Data

We studied the evolution of state machine diagrams from version 1.5 to 2.0. For both versions, we used the official state machine specification provided in [8]. Then, for both versions, we built an ECORE metamodel and a “.ocl” file containing the OCL constraints associated with this metamodel.

The metamodel 1.5 (Table IV) is composed of 47 modeling elements: 14 classes, 1 enumeration, 5 attributes, 2 operations, and 25 associations. On this metamodel, 30 OCL constraints were specified [9]. Of these 30 constraints, we were able to use only 25 constraints. The other 5 constraints have been removed either because they do not parse (they contain errors) or they relate to modeling elements contained in other packages of the UML metamodel that were not taken into account in this case study.

On the other hand, the metamodel 2.0 (Table IV) contains 69 modeling elements and 49 OCL constraints [10]. Only 38 out of 49 constraints were used in this study. 11 OCL constraints were excluded for the same reasons mentioned above.

Once the OCL metamodels and constraints were collected, we identified the set of evolution operations that make Statemachine metamodel 1.5 evolving to 2.0. We manually compared the two versions of the metamodel and extracted all the evolution operations. We have identified 73 evolution operations.
If the superclass contains an association
Yes
No
No
If the class in which the attribute is moved is specialized
Yes
No
No
If the association is reflexive
Yes
Yes
No
May trigger the removal of Inherited Association Multiplicity Restriction
Yes
No
No
If the attribute is added with the multiplicity \([0..1]\) to a class containing subclasses
No
Yes
Yes
If the class containing the operation is specialized
Yes
Yes
Yes
If the source or the target class or both contain subclasses
Yes
No
Yes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Add Attribute</th>
<th>Add Operation (Class / Data Type)</th>
<th>Introduce Generalization</th>
<th>Move Property</th>
<th>PullUp Attribute/Operation</th>
<th>PullUp Association</th>
<th>Restrict Property</th>
<th>Extract Class</th>
<th>Extract SuperClass</th>
<th>Generalization to Composition</th>
<th>Introduce Composite Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Condition (V)
- If the association multiplicity upper bound is higher than the lower bound and the class containing the association is specialized
  - If the attribute is added with the multiplicity \([0..1]\) to a class containing subclasses

Type Relation
- If the superclass contains an association that targets its superclass
  - If the attribute is added with the multiplicity \([0..1]\) to a class containing subclasses

Inherited Attribute Value Restriction
- If the attribute is added with the multiplicity \([0..1]\) to a class containing subclasses

Inherited Operation Value Restriction
- If the class containing the operation is specialized

Association Multiplicity Restriction
- If the superclass contains an association

Different Paths
- If the source or the target class or both contain subclasses
  - If the attribute is added with the multiplicity \([0..1]\) to a class containing subclasses

Inherited Optional Attribute
- If the superclass contains an optional attribute

Inherited Attribute Value Restriction
- If the superclass contains an attribute

Enumeration Literal Restriction
- If the class containing the operation is specialized

Inherited Attribute Value Restriction
- If the class containing the operation is specialized

Type Relation
- If the source or the target class or both contain subclasses

Inherited Association Multiplicity Restriction
- If the superclass contains an association

Cycle
- If the subclass contains an association that targets its superclass

Inherited Value Restriction
- If the superclass contains an attribute

Different Paths
- If there is another association with the same source and target class

Refactoring Pattern

StateMachine features for its two versions 1.5 and 2.0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metamodel</th>
<th>OCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enumeration</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version 1.5</th>
<th>Version 2.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enumeration</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

operations (Table V). 63% (46 out of 73) of these operations aim to add new modeling elements in the metamodel, 14% (10 out of 73) are deletion operations and 10% (7 out of 73) are renaming operations. Other operations (13%) concern property manipulation such as pullUp attribute/property, pushDown attribute/property, move property, etc.
D. Data processing & method

To automatically execute these 73 operations on our tool, we have developed a Java program. This program loads the metamodel 1.5 with its 25 constraints and applies the evolution operations one by one. The application of each operation returns three outcomes: modification of the metamodel by integrating the changes generated by the operation, adapting the OCL constraints after the application of the operation, and finally, generating a set of notifications related to MIS occurrences. After the application of all 73 operations on metamodel 1.5, we obtained: 1) an evolved metamodel corresponding to version 2.0; 2) a set of adapted constraints; 3) a set of notifications for new potential constraints (corresponding to the identified MIS).

To answer the first research question, we calculated the number of OCL constraints, automatically coevolved (COEVOl) by our tool, and compared them to the constraints present in version 2.0 (coevolution made by UML designers). As a result of this comparison, we obtained 4 sets: constraints coevolved by our method and by the UML designers (COEVOlTP); constraints coevolved by our tool and not coevolved by UML designers (COEVOlFP), constraints not coevolved by our tool and not coevolved by UML designers (COEVOlTN), and constraints not coevolved by our tool but coevolved by UML designers (COEVOlFN). With these four sets, we calculated the precision and the recall of our approach, as follows:

$$\text{Precision}_{\text{COEVOl}} = \frac{\text{COEVOlTP}}{\text{COEVOlTP} + \text{COEVOlFP}}$$ (1)
To answer the second search question, we calculated the number of the notified MIS occurrences generated by our tool. Then, for each notification, we looked for an OCL constraint that was added or removed in version 2.0, and that avoids the MIS occurrence indicated by our tool. Indeed, notifications generated by our tool emit a suspicion that a constraint must be added or removed after the application of an evolution operation. This comparison resulted in three sets: 1) a set of MIS for which OCL constraints were added by UML designers in version 2.0 ($MIS_{TP}$); 2) a set of MIS for which constraints have not been added by the UML designers ($MIS_{FP}$); 3) a set of constraints added by UML designers that do not correspond to the identified ($MIS_{FN}$). With these three sets, we calculated the precision and the recall of our method.

\[
\text{Precision}_{MIS} = \frac{MIS_{TP}}{MIS_{TP} + MIS_{FP}}
\]  
\[
\text{Recall}_{MIS} = \frac{MIS_{TP}}{MIS_{TP} + MIS_{FN}}
\]

A. RQ1. What are the performances of our approach in the coevolution of OCL constraints to the evolution of their metamodel?

The application of the 73 evolution operations on the StateMachine metamodel 1.5 has enabled 15 OCL constraints to be adapted from the 25 existing constraints. We obtained a precision of 1 and a recall of 1. The precision shows that the constraints coevolved by our tool have been well coevolved manually by the UML designers. This result is very interesting because the coevolution of these 15 OCL constraints took only a few seconds, which represents a considerable time saving compared to manual coevolution.

During this experiment, we noticed that the UML designers adopted other coevolutions than the ones proposed by our tool. For example, when deleting a metamodeling element, our tool proposes the removal of constraints related to this element. However, UML designers in some cases do not remove the constraints but rewrite them. Taking as an example the following constraint.

\[
\text{context Transition}
\]
\[
\text{inv: } ((\text{self.targetoclAsType(Pseudostate).kind } = \#\text{join}) \text{ and } (\text{self.sourceoclIsKindOf(State))))
\]

On the other hand, automatic coevolution was able to detect constraints that should be coevolved and which have been omitted by the UML designers. Indeed, during the application of the evolution operation Remove association “top” from “StateMachine” class, our tool removed the following constraint.

\[
\text{context Transition}
\]
\[
\text{inv: } (\text{self.sourceoclIsKindOf(Pseudostate)} \text{ implies } (\text{self.sourceoclAsType(Pseudostate).kind } = \#\text{initial}) \text{ implies } (\text{self.source.container } = \text{self.stateMachine.top}) \text{ implies } ((\text{self.trigger} \rightarrow \text{isEmpty()}) \text{ or } (\text{self.trigger}.\text{stereotype.name } = \text{’create’}))}
\]

However, this constraint has not been removed in StateMachine version 2.0 and it is one of the 11 unparsed constraints. It was also surprising to note that this constraint dragged into all other versions of StateMachine (from 2.0, 2.1.2, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4) without correction. It was corrected by UML designers in the latest version of UML, namely version 2.5. It took 10 years for UML designers to correct this constraint when our tool immediately detected it. These results show that the manual coevolution of OCL constraints is a long and error-prone process. The assistance of designers during the evolution of metamodels by automatically coevolving the OCL constraints is then a very useful and helpful process.

B. RQ2. What are the performances in the notification of potential new constraints related to MIS?

Regarding MIS, our tool has generated 103 notifications of potential MIS. Out of these 103 notifications ($MIS_{TP} + MIS_{FP}$), 20 ($MIS_{TP}$) were actually about constraints that have been added in version 2.0 by UML designers. With these performances, we obtained a precision of 0.20 and a recall of 0.62 ($MIS_{FN} = 12$). In the light of these results, it seems important for us to improve the performance of our approach especially concerning the number of false positives generated (reduction of the number of notifications). Indeed, we found that some notifications overlapped and were therefore counted twice. However, when looking at the results in more detail, other factors also had an impact on the results.

False negatives (constraints that do not match the MIS) are not really false negatives, because our approach looks only for MIS but not for all the constraints added in version 2.0. Indeed, the 12 constraints added by the experts and which do not correspond to MIS, are specific constraints and are highly dependent on the business domain and not MIS-related. If we consider false negatives as all constrained MIS that our tool
could not notify, then we get a recall of 1. Our tool can identify all MIS related to an evolution operation.

We also found that some false positives (notification of MIS but no written constraints for this MIS) may be omitted by UML designers. Indeed, we found that 3 MIS identified by our tool have been completed in version 2.5 by 3 OCL constraints. These MIS were about the addition of the *Kind* enumeration in the *Transition* class. We strongly believe that other MIS require OCL constraints but that experts have forgotten them. For example, the operation *Add association “connectionPoint” from State to “Pseudostate”* generated one potential MIS that points out the need to add an OCL constraint in order to restrict the multiplicity of the *connectionPoint* association for the *FinalState* sub-class. In other words, maybe *FinalState* should not have connection Points. While this seems logical, no OCL constraint was found in the specification that meets this MIS. But, we are convinced that some of this MIS does require a constraint.

In the end, we found that the UML designers added 23 new OCL constraints between version 1.5 and version 2.0. Out of these 23, our tool was able to notify 11 constraints, which corresponds to 48% of new constraints added. Knowing that, we are convinced that some constraints have been omitted in the specification.

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY

In this section, we discuss below the strategies taken to avoid some threats to the validity of the results and ensure a certain quality of our study. According to [28], the threats to the validity of a case study are: construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability.

A. Construct validity

Construct validity ensures that the carried measures allow to measure what it was intended to be measured. At the level of coevolution of OCL constraints, there are no potential threats of this type. Because, we have compared OCL constraints. As the OCL language is formal, there is no risk of confusion or ambiguity. However, regarding the notification of MIS, a risk may emerge because we have compared the existing constraints, written in OCL, with the notifications (textual form). To avoid this risk, we have defined a constraint template for each MIS that allows us to avoid it. We then compared these templates with the constraints written by the experts.

B. Internal validity

Internal validity concerns the consistency of the conclusions drawn on cause and effect between results. Our study is less affected by this type of validity.

C. External validity

External validity refers to the generalizability of the conclusions to other populations, domains, etc. We have studied this validity along two axes: OCL coevolution and MIS notification. On the OCL coevolution aspect, we can say that the results obtained can be generalized to other metamodels. But, on the MIS notification one, the results cannot be generalized, because they are strongly dependent on the type of the applied evolution operations. Indeed, in [3], studies have shown that the number of MIS in a metamodel is strongly dependent on its metamodeling elements and therefore on the type of the applied evolution operation. To avoid this threat, we chose a case study with a large and varied set of evolution operations. In fact, the case study allowed us to apply 18 types of evolution operation among the 31 previously mentioned.

D. Reliability

The reliability of the study consists in the ability of the results to be reproduced and replicated by other researchers. To increase the reliability of our study, we chose to use a metamodel known by the community and all the documentation of this case study is freely accessible via the Internet. We have also provided in this article, the set of evolutionary operations and their impact on MIS.

VII. RELATED WORK

Related works can be divided into three categories. The first one concerns the approaches that evolve metamodels. The second one encompasses the OCL constraint coevolution approaches. Lastly, the third category concerns the approaches that study the conjunctive use of metamodels, class diagrams, and the Object Constraints Language.

A. Metamodel evolution

The evolution of metamodels is a topic that was studied by many research works. These works can be classified into three categories according to [27]. The first one concerns the approaches where the modelers encode manually the migration strategy using programming languages such as Java, or model transformation languages like QVT. In [7], Garces et al. compared two metamodel versions to capture the differences between them. The transformation rules are then used to adapt models automatically. [13] proposes an approach to coevolve models. It starts by detecting change either by comparing metamodels or by analyzing the change sequence applied to the metamodel old version. Then, the identified changes are classified depending on their impact on the model instances. Finally, an appropriate migration algorithm for model migration is determined. The above mentioned approaches rely on the copy rules, which can be very complex and time-consuming to do manually. Consequently, the second category of metamodel evolution approaches appeared. This category concerns the approaches that use matching techniques to infer migration strategies by comparing the old and new metamodel versions. In these approaches [16], [22], [23], [26], [29], the coevolution rules are specified as transformation rules using a unified metamodel that represents both metamodel versions. Then, an analysis is performed to remove modeling elements that are not present in the metamodel’s new version. Hence, the models can be updated to be conform to the new metamodel. The third category encompasses the approaches that capture the metamodel changes as evolution operators [17].
The performance of these approaches depends on the completeness of the set of evolution operators. Wachsmuth [30] recorded a set of operators to evolve metamodels and coevolve models. Marković and Barr [25] proposed rules to coevolve class diagrams and OCL constraints. Hassam and al. [15] proposed operations for coevolving metamodels and OCL constraints. Kruse et al. [20] gathered all the operators present in the literature and summarised them. Also, inspired by Fowler [6] who proposed code refactoring operators, Kruse et al. have proposed some complex metamodel evolution operators such as Introduce Composite Pattern. Each of the above mentioned papers have contributed in completing the metamodel evolution library by providing additional operators which improved considerably the operator-based metamodel evolution approach.

B. OCL constraints coevolution

The coevolution of OCL constraints that follows the evolution of metamodels was the center of attention of many research works. We may distinguish semi-automatic coevolution methods. For example, Hassam et al. [14], [15] proposed to highlight obsolete constraints after metamodel evolution. The semi-automatic approach shows the updates that need to be applied to the OCL constraints using the Query View Transformation (QVT) language [12]. Khelladi et al. [18], [19] propose a semi-automatic approach for recording metamodel changes in chronological order, and thus detecting changes and applying resolution strategies to adapt the constraints. Kusel et al. [21] propose semi-automatic resolution actions for the coevolution of OCL expressions in model transformations as a response to metamodel evolution. The common point between these approaches is the fact that they all rely on existing OCL constraints sets. This strategy gives positive results when the set of OCL constraints that undergoes the coevolution is complete. Also, these approaches are straightforward when the metamodel does not undergo too many evolutions that change its structure. The weakness of these approaches lies in the inability to add new constraints that complete new modeling elements.

On the other hand, other works propose fully automated methods. For example, Cabot et al. [2] focus mainly on removal operations. Hence, this automatic approach has as a goal to delete constraints or parts of them. It targets the elements that are not present in the metamodel anymore. This approach focuses on removing constraints that cause inconsistencies with the conceptual schemes after subtracting operations. The approach is very powerful to avoid inconsistencies, but needs to be completed with other methods to take into consideration the other aspects of the OCL coevolution. Demuth et al. [4], [5] propose a template-based approach that defines a generic structure for OCL constraints that are then instantiated to update the constraints after metamodel evolution. Markovic et al. [24] proposed an approach in which they formalize the most important refactoring rules for class diagrams and classify them with respect to their impact on annotated OCL constraints. This approach focuses mainly on classifying the refactoring rules depending on their impact on the OCL constraints. Batot et al. [1] propose an automatic two-steps process to automatically coevolve metamodels and OCL constraints using a genetic algorithm. For each OCL constraint, the genetic algorithm explores the possible changes in the modeling space. The authors have defined a set of objective functions that helps to chose the changes that respect these objectives. The strength of this approach is the use of randomization using genetic operators, which can give rise to multiple OCL constraints. Just like the previous approaches, it does not fully exploit the new metamodel structure to extract all the new information from it.

While all the work that coevolve and refactor OCL constraints rely on the metamodel and the existing constraint set to perform updates, our approach relies only on metamodel structure. In addition to this, our approach can be used to add new constraints that did not appear on the old version of the metamodel.

C. Metamodel structures analysis

In our approach, we relied on the results of the analysis made in [3] on existing metamodels and their OCL constraints. This study had as a goal to identify metamodel structures that are often constrained with the OCL language. Other studies have been performed on metamodels and class diagrams to determine the weaknesses of both languages. Wahler et al. [31]–[33] have captured the class diagram limits in the form of Anti-Patterns, and proposed alter that a set of OCL constraints patterns that can be used to complete these imprecise structures. The main reason behind our use of MIS instead of Anti-patterns is due to the large empirical evaluation performed in [3]. From another perspective, Cadavid et al. have performed an analysis over metamodels and their OCL constraints in order to investigate the conjunctive use of both MOF and OCL languages. The study led to the identification of a set of OCL patterns that are repeatedly found in the metamodels. These works are powerful when it comes to writing new OCL constraints, especially during the metamodel creation phase. However, the metamodel structure analysis needs to be complemented with artifacts when it is used for refactoring metamodels.

VIII. Conclusion & Perspectives

In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach to assist the coevolution of metamodels and their related OCL constraints by notifying raised MIS occurrences. This approach aims at completing existing techniques that intend to coevolve metamodels with their existing OCL constraints. Our approach relies on the metamodel structure to identify the changes that may need OCL constraints.

To evaluate our approach, we have performed a case study with the UML's State Machine metamodel by comparing the 1.5 version with the 2.0 version. The results showed that out of 23 new OCL constraints, our approach was able to notify the need to define 48% of them, which is a promising result. Our approach performances are still under improvement, especially
to reduce the number of false positives. Indeed, we did an exhaustive MIS search on all the metamodel, without using any other technique to reduce the false positive without losing precision.

We plan to improve our help system by using machine learning, which exploits all the data already collected, first, by studying metamodels to propose different metamodel categorizations. This may guide MIS search according to the metamodel family. We also think about using intelligent pattern recognition algorithms to search MIS instances provoked by the metamodel evolution only around the new concepts. These ideas are under study and will be presented in our future works.
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